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Become the new king of the stunt! Choose your car and heat up the asphalt! Explodes the point counter by performing
spectacular stunts and drift!

My Stunt Life is a stunt game with a large map that is completely accessible with a large number of different ramps.
Special jumps are on the map and you will have to perform your best stunts to achieve this.

Be careful to not damage the bodywork too much when landing !

Features:

■ 10 different vehicles!
■ AI Cars!

■ A large fully accessible map!
■ A multitude of stunt ramps!

■ Stunt "Easter Egg"
■ Collision physics system

■ Transmission system and speedometer in km/h of the car!
■ Modifiable driving options!

■ Good music!
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Title: My Stunt Life
Genre: Casual, Indie, Racing, Simulation
Developer:
RewindApp
Publisher:
RewindApp
Release Date: 2 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 - 64bits

Processor: 2 GHz Intel Pentium 4 or AMD Athlon or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphique

Storage: 150 MB available space

Sound Card: All

English
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This game isn't bad. Actually, in a few areas it excels rather nicely in, while not scary it is a bit creepy and a few of the scenes
and moments are nice twists on some old-timey horror convention, and it isn't riddled with jump scares, with attention focused
on to build a sort of slow-burn or atmospheric experience. However, the game as of the time I played and write this does have a
few bugs, the developer doesn't appear to be native English and the dialogue comes off as a bit broken (it's only really noticeable
in the endings, however), but the biggest deal breaker for many will be its length; The main game is about 35-45 minutes long.
There's some bonus stages I'll get to in a bit, but the time might sell some off the title.

Which is a shame since it actually isn't a half-bad game. While the pacing is decent, it does feel the game could be fleshed out
more and there's more to explore here. I actually found the game quite interesting; It's hard to talk about specific moments of
the game in part due to the game's briefness, but the basic aesthetic is well-handled (and some screen artifacting and effects
used to give it and old film sort of feel are well-done, though if you don't like it the options allows you to turn it off), the game
isn't repetitive and despite its shortness does mix-up the variety and threat multiple times, though isn't hugely challenging. But
what the game excels at is giving the feel of something like an old black-and-white horror film in game form. The audio is very
minimalistic and somewhat washed out, but worked with the old film aesthetic. And some of the imagery is tad creepy... But not
of the sort it happens suddenly or catches you off-guard, the sort of slow-burn where the camera stays fixated on a piece of
imagery for an extended period of time as it sort of ingrains a sort of deeper feeling to the scene. As a big horror enthusiast, I
did find the interesting scenarios and imagery to be enough to make the experience worthwhile. And for those weary of crappy
indie horror games; this isn't one of them. It's not bad, or badly made, or using assets badly, or not understanding horror, or
anything like that. It's solid, and you can tell the creator both knew what they were doing and understand the horror they were
going for.

But not flawless. Outside of length concerns, the way doors opened were a bit awkward, the game has a few bugs... I didn't
encounter anything game breaking, but a couple objects I could walk through, and the way doors open in this was a bit janky
(they kind of open automatically when you get close to them, which is a bit odd in how they do as such). Really, just some small
janky things like doors or the cultists in the first scene you're in danger being blind as a bat almost, but thankfully it didn't take
away too much from the experience.

There's some bonus levels in the game, at the time of writing three in total (the the developer has said he wants to make and
release more post-release), but I'm hoping future levels end up more like levels from the actual game than the sort of mini-
games the three currently available are. The mini-games are a bit finicky, more than the main game, but fine. Two of the mini-
games also have obvious inspiration, one more than the other, which I'm happy they kept out of the main game, but questions if
we need it in game at all. Regardless, what I think is the best of the bunch is a minigame that's kind of Five Nights at Freddy's
inspired, but also it's own thing. You have four cameras you switch between in a dungeon, there are torches on each camera feed
(two torches on each camera feed I believe), you need to collect fuel that appears randomly and locate pages to make more
pages to appear you need to pick up, all while avoiding a demon that will appear and disappear; make sure you keep at least one
torch lit on a camera screen and don't hover or linger on cameras with the demon on it, all while locating and picking up pages
(the objective is to pick up 20 pages on the feed). I had a bit of fun with this mini-game all things considered, was worth a play.
The other two were passable though; One is kind of a 'keep-away' mini-game based off of a certain moment in the main game
where giant heads & hands come out at you from the water and you keep them away with light, but honestly you turn so slow
and it was a bit dull (the section in the main game which is a twist off this was better done in my opinion). The last mini-game is
the worst, in my opinion, it's a Slender clone, but not an especially good one. The extra mini-games are fun, but pale to the main
campaign and I kind of hope if/when more bonus levels are added in the future, they build more off the main game than as little
mini-game diversions. I'd be more interested in content more like the main game than little, "inspired by," mini-game sets.

Which brings me to my core point: I like what the main game has going for it. It's not especially scary, but I found it enjoyable,
creepy, and interesting. I think a few scenes from the game are memorable, and honestly would like to see more of it. Which
highlights to me it was worth experiencing on my side, but also underlines the game is short and could go on for much longer
than it does; flesh itself out more. However, if the length doesn't bother you and a slow, little atmospheric dive into a creepy
little horror game with some nice style going for it sounds appealing, I think the dive is worth it, but do hope the developer
expands on the game if it does well for him rather than abandoning it. What's there is good, if needing a little polish. As is, I'd
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give it a solid 7-7.5/10, but with some expansion/extended content and added polish I would easily raise that score. While a bit
lacking in some areas, it's not bad, not bad at all, and some scenes I feel are worth experiencing, especially for any horror buffs
than may enjoy interesting and somewhat creepy scenes that aren't necessarily scary, but interesting.. The gameplay isn't bad,
but it's quite linear and not really challenging. The plot is okayish, has likeable and unlikeable characters and bad guys are kinda
cheezy. I believe that at some points you can actually tell that the story has been forcefully bended a little to make it all-ages.
The partial blood / skimpy clothes censorship doesn't help either. And yet, despite all that... it's quite enjoyable if you are into
this kind of thing. If you know japanese though, I would recommend going for different version.. Pretty much everything I
would expect from a game of this kind. Sure, there are some inherent issues regarding the state of the game, but on the other
hand many aspects have been addressed since the release, via daily patches. The game has great potential, while the dev is more
than open to all suggestions that could make Age of Gladiators II: Rome a better game.

The mechanics of this game revolve around statistics and menus, and fixing things in those departments shouldn't be that big of
a deal.. cool game i wish there was an option to buy a gun and shoot natives though, that would make it a lot more texas-y.
Absolutely fantastic game with lots of soul and oozes quality. The devs are very hard at work fixing issues to help the game run
better for people. They are good people, and if you want to support a VERY good horror game, give this one a shot. It's
probably my favorite horror game this year, and reminds me of what I loved about Silent Hill and the original Resident Evil
games.
It's very story heavy, but the writing is very very good.
Good work BaroqueDecay.
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Literally the worst game I have ever played. Clearly made in some sort of ♥♥♥♥♥♥ unity developers secret porn assets files.
Like, WHY THE HELL WAS THERE SO MUCH TO DO WITH PONIES? WHY DID I PLAY THIS GAME...

S'alright 8/10. Best Live Action I try out !. This is a wonderfull soundtrack. I would say best of 2017.. Look at the Steam Squad
forums: The most recent activity for this game is around 2 to 3 years old. This title has been abandoned with no work done on it
since 2016. The development team has moved on or Bretwalda Games is dead. Considering the amount of communications on
Steam assuming the later might be best.

Unfortunately there's no way I can recommend this game because it's just broken under Linux. The game apparently uses some
custom map rendering. The drawback to this is custom map rendering never ages well and it ends up costing a lot in
maintenance. So I can't see anything rendered on the screen except for the 2D UI elements. Everything 3D is just not supported
on my graphic card (Nvidia\/Intel hybrid).

I wish I could get a refund for this failure, but with no one to answer on the other end of the line, this is just another bunch of
bytes down the Steam well.. I really like a lot of ideas in this software, and the painting is really smooth and marvelous. The
creative spirit of the author is present. I think this one is one to watch for the future, but right now it\u2019s just missing too
many features to be useful enough at this price.

The painting is great, the revolve tool is amazing. Painting is smooth and fluid. But it has no smoothing tool for sculpting, which
means you can't put primitives (or other shapes) together and smooth them with each other. It's really difficult to get the same
kinds of sculpt quality with only sculpt and carve, even though they do have different smoothness "settings".

The "avatar" feature is weird and out of place. Quirky, but I feel it doesn't really add as much as the other "quirky" tools do.

On top of this, I saved a model successfully but it won't show up in the program, and it's really easy to accidentally delete your
creation, since there's no confirmation dialog for deleting, and it's really easy to hit "delete" while trying to export the model. I
couldn't relax and really enjoy sculpting knowing that I could lose everything I was working on so easily.

As it is, it\u2019s a really fun toy, but the price is too high for that IMO. Scultrvr is less expensive, does most of what this does
(minus the revolve \/ lathe tool, which is really cool), and has enough \u201cbasic\u201d sculpting tools to make it useful for
\u201chigh poly\u201d modeling, which can be retopo\u2019d after. Unbound also lacks scaling and moving objects, there isn't
much control over level of detail, so if that's important to you, I'd try another tool.

I would buy Unbound on sale, or when it has more sculpting features and is more mature interface-wise. I think in the future this
will be the one to get, but right now Sculptrvr just makes more sense for me.. How can you actually play this♥♥♥♥♥♥. Shades
of Monkey Island here, what with the pirate theme, but the writing isn't quite as funny or clever. Story's rather short. The
puzzles aren't terribly difficult, but finding all the collectibles (achievements) is. Bright spot: voice acting.
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